Marie and Catherine
Heaney event video now on YouTube
The Rosemary Magee Creativity Conversation and poetry reading with Marie and Catherine Heaney (the wife and daughter of the late Irish poet, Seamus Heaney), held on Sept. 12, is now posted on the Emory Libraries YouTube playlist.

ECDS helps launch Emory podcast for healthy living
When Dr. Sharon Bergquist wanted to start a podcast to give people on-the-go access to the latest health and wellness information that could change their lives, she turned to the staff at the Emory Center for Digital Scholarship. ECDS helped her launch “The Whole Health Cure,” an Emory Healthcare podcast that features experts who provide the latest health and wellness research and tips.

October 2019

Jack Stewart images from Rose collection on exhibit at 378 Gallery
Atlanta-born artist Jack Stewart was one of the first to document subway graffiti in New York City. Photographs from his collection at the Rose Library are featured in “Jack Stewart: The Birth of Subway Graffiti,” an exhibit at 378 Gallery in Atlanta. The opening reception is tonight at 6 p.m., with live graffiti painting by NYC graffiti legend WebOne on Saturday at 2:30 p.m.
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